
Acuvate's Intelligent Fleet 

Management Solution is 

here to help.

Improve fleet effectiveness and 

delight customers every single time



The Fleet Management Landscape

IoT- Enabled Fleet Management From Acuvate’s Digital Workplace Solutions.

Leaving fleet management for drivers’ and managers’ manual interventions is killing organizational growth.

Delayed deliveries, poor customer satisfaction, high operational costs, driver and vehicle safety risks, and reactive maintenance 

are hampering your company's reputation. Dealing with vehicular breakdowns is difficult and expensive. Unorganized methods 

and outdated tools lead to opaqueness on multiple- levels and cause productivity and hard dollar losses.

It’s time organizations woke up to the constraints arising out of siloed data and old-fashioned fleet management. 

Manual follow-ups from drivers and fleet managers can only offer half-baked solutions and stunt growth.

¢ of organizations are unaware of the business outcomes possible with fleet managemen�

¢ of fleets consider fuel expense to be their most considerable expens�

¢  of American drivers operate their vehicles exhauste�

¢ Almost a fourth of organizations report lower accident costs after implementing fleet maintenance solutions

41% 

32% 

Half

Are these risks worth taking?

https://www.g2.com/articles/fleet-management-statistics
https://www.g2.com/articles/fleet-management-statistics
https://www.g2.com/articles/fleet-management-statistics


Fleet Management the Acuvate Way

The Secret Sauce of Acuvate’s Intelligent Fleet Management 

Solution

To put an end to fleet maintenance issues and 

automate route analysis, Acuvate has launched a 

robust and intelligent IoT- enabled fleet 

management solution. It lets fleet operators track 

fuel consumption and route status and predict 

ETAs to customers.

The perfect blend of AI & ML, data analytics, and product development capabilities deliver maintenance insights 

and comprehensive fleet tracking - all in one click.

Acuvate’s Intelligent Fleet Management Solution 

combines cognitive search capabilities, telematics, 

OT integrations, and fleet management 

functionalities to conduct inspections, aggregate 

sensors, plan routes, produce support plans, and 

generate high-priority alerts.

Organizations achieve stringent SLA adherence, real-time monitoring of assets, and modernized vehicle maintenance.

All with Acuvate's groundbreaking Intelligent Fleet Management Solution.

Staying on top of preventive maintenance for 

every asset was never this easy. Access and 

update fleet information irrespective of location. 

Monitor driver performance, track trip progress 

and send alerts.

Simplify Route Analysis 


Automate Maintenance Schedules 


Meet Customer’s Delivery 

Specifications Seamlessly.

� Integrates Datawave telemetry to enable smooth data 
transition and assist fleet managers with validation 
checks 

� Automates the approval and review process and 
ensures seamless fleet management

� Sends proactive notifications and reminders on delays 
in ETA due to weather eventualities or breakdowns

� Provides insightful Power BI reports and dashboards 
to address operational inefficiencies

Streamline risk assessment and achieve 

smooth trip management. Every day.



Intelligent Fleet Management Automate Your Way to 

Organizational Success and Customer Delight

Simplify fuel data 
connections and gain 
insights into cost and 

fuel economy
Monitor assets and 
trip progress with 

timely alerts

Seamlessly assign 
vehicles and equipment 

to operators

Capture all fleet data 
in one place

Consider vehicle diagnostics a child's play.

End-to-end fleet maintenance simplified with Acuvate.

Why fleet management is an investment worth making

Because monitoring vehicles in real time keeps your assets and drivers safe.Gaining 

real-time insights on recurring asset costs streamlines expenses.Ensuring safe driver 

performance builds a secure and high-performing community.Predicting accurate 

ETA guarantees unparalleled customer satisfaction. Preventive maintenance 

reduces maintenance costs and unscheduled downtime. With Acuvate’s Intelligent 

IoT-based Fleet Management, organizations:

Þ Make informed decisions and get access to vehicle health-related 
data and maintenance logs

Þ Leverage AI & ML algorithms to track driver performance, idle 
time, drunk driving, steep acceleration and other road safety 
alerts

Þ Remotely monitor cargo, prevent thefts and meet delivery 
specifications and timelines

Þ Sync odometers and geo-location data through OBD-II and 
ECUs for visibility into asset locations

Þ Manage safety, maintenance and delay alerts in one-click

Þ Import fuel consumption data to prevent pilferage and waste

Þ Address defects in odd assets and improve performance 
and efficiency



Why choose Acuvate's Intelligent Fleet Management 

Solution

Acuvate's fleet management solution is built to boost customer satisfaction and ensure 

optimal fleet performance.

Over the last decade and a half, Acuvate has built robust solutions to address enterprise and the public sector's

most complex problems. The company has an established presence in the APAC, North American, and European 

regions. Over the years, Acuvate's solutions have supported multiple Fortune 500 companies to streamline 

processes, ensure employee safety and productivity, gain an edge over competitors, and leverage data analytics 

to make failsafe decisions, often at the blink of an eye.

Eliminate fleet management issues with the perfect blend of AI & ML capabilities and IoT enablement. As a result, 

100%, always-on fleet, fuel, and driver visibility and seamless user experience are no longer pipe dreams.

Fleet management was never more simple. So take the plunge with 100x confidence and see your fleet 

performance and organizational efficiencies skyrocket.

Connect with our experts to know more.

A Leading Logistics Giant Saved 100,000 Gallons of Fuel and US$350,000 

Per Annum With Acuvate’s Intelligent Fleet Management Solution

https://acuvate.com/
mailto:info@acuvate.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/acuvate/mycompany/
https://www.youtube.com/c/Acuvatesoftwarehq
https://twitter.com/Acuvate
https://www.instagram.com/acuvate/
https://www.facebook.com/AcuvateSoftware
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